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WP -SPACES AND FOURIER TRANSFORM

R. S. PATHAK AND S. K. UPADHYAY

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The spaces WPM, WPM a, Wa>i>, Wa'b'f, W$'p, W^'ba'p gener-

alizing the spaces of type W due to Gurevich (also given by Friedman, and

Gelfand and Shilov) are investigated. Here M,Sl are certain continuous in-

creasing convex functions, a, b are positive constants and 1 < p < oo.

The Fourier transformation F is shown to be a continuous linear mapping

as follows:  F: Wp „ — wa,i/a,r    F: wa,b,P _, Wr p. w%'b<p -
M ,a M, \jb M ,a

^Mi/b'r ■ Tnese results will be used in investigating uniqueness classes of

certain Cauchy problems in future work.

1. The spaces WF., W?M ' rrM,a

Let p(Q be a continuous increasing function on [0, oo) such that p(0) = 0,

/¿(oo) = oo for x > 0 define an increasing convex continuous function M by

Mix) = [ ¡iß) rfi,        M(-x) = Mix).
Jo

Then M(0) = 0, M (oo) = oo, and

(1) M(xX) + M(X2)<M(x2+X2).

Now the space W^(R) is defined as the set of all infinitely differentiable func-

tions <p(x)   (-oo<x<oo) satisfying

a+oo \ 1/p
\eM(ax)(p(a){x)]pdx\        <Cq,p, l<p<0O,

for each nonnegative integer q where the positive constants a and QiP de-
pend upon cp . Clearly W^ is a linear space. The space WM can be regarded

as the union of countably normed spaces W^ a of all complex valued C°°-

functions cp , which for any ô > 0 satisfy

a+oo \ Up\em(a-S)x]ip(a)(xy\pdx\        <Q,p, 0=0, 1,2;
, Xlp

(3)
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The topology over W^ a is generated by

a+oo \ !/P
\M,(x)<pM(x)\pdx)

-oo /

where

M,(x) = exv(M[a(l - l//)x]),        1 = 2,3,... .

From [2, p. 85] it follows that W^ a is sequentially complete countably normed

linear space. A generalized function belonging to dual space (W%¡ a)', p > 1,

has the form

f = Y,Ds[M,(x)fs(x)]
s=0

for some nonnegative integer /, where the fs are measurable functions such

that

¿fW)|9]¿*<oo í^ + ̂  = 0-
s=oJ-°° \P     V       J

For a = 0, the space W^ a(R) reduces to the Schwartz space DLp(R).

The following properties can be established by using techniques similar to

those employed in [2, pp. 12-13].

( 1 ) The operation of differentiation is bounded in Wj^ and is a continuous

operation.
(2) The operation of multiplication by x is bounded in Wfa and is a con-

tinuous operation.

2. The spaces Wa>b'p, Wa-P

Let Q be another increasing, continuous, convex function possessing prop-

erties similar to M. Then Wa'p is defined to be the set of all entire analytic

functions <p(z)   (z = x + iy) satisfying the inequalities

a+oo \ !/P
\e-a^zk<p(z)\Pdxj      <CkiP

where the constants Ckp and b depend on the function q>. A sequence

{cpv(z)} £ Wa'p is said to converge to zero if the functions cpv(z) converge to

zero uniformly on any bounded domain of the z-plane and satisfy the inequal-

ities

a+oo \ '/P
\e-aWzktpv(z)\pdx)     <CktP,       k = 0,1,2,...,

where the constants Ckp and b do not depend on the index v. The space

IVa'b'p defined below consists of the set of all those functions in Wa'p which

satisfy the inequalities

a+oo \  l/P
I exp{-Q[(è + p)y]}zkcp(z)\p ¿xj      < CktP.
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The topology over wa'b>p is generated by the norms

a+oo \ Up
^ \exp{-Çl[(b + p)y]}zktp(z)\pdx)

with these norms Wa•b'p is a complete, perfect, countably normed linear space.

Theorem 2.1. Let f(z) be an entire analytic function satisfying the inequalities

\\(l + \x\h)-xf(z)\\p<Dpea^

and <p(z) £ Wa-b^. Then cp(z)f(z) £ Wa'b^'r, l/p + l/q= l/r.

Proof. Since tpiz) £ wa'b'q for r > 0, we have

a+oo \ Ur
I exp{-Q[(è + bo + p)y]}zkf(z)<p(z)\rdxj

a+oo \ UQ
\(l + \x\h)exv{-n[(b + p)y]}zktp(z)\<>dx

+00 \e-il(b0y)ftz)\p      \l/p

X   U-oo 1 + \x\h

<Dp{(  /+°° Iexp{-Q[(è + p)y]}zktpiz)\*¿x)

+ (|+X> I exp{-Q[(Z> + p)y]}\x\hzkcpizf

< Dp{Ck<q + Ck<a+n} < Dkq.

Therefore ç>(z)/(z) £ wçi<b+b°<r.

3. The spaces w£p, W%<p

Let M, Í2 be the same functions as defined in §1 and §2 respectively and

let a, b > 0. We denote by W^p the set of all entire analytic functions tp(z)

(z = x + iy), which satisfy the inequalities

a+oo \ Up
Iexp[A/(tfx) - Çl(by)]tp(z)\pdx\     < Cp

where the constants a, b, and Cp depend upon the function cp(z). Obviously

the space W^'p is a vector space over C under usual operations. A sequence

{<pv(z)} £ W^j'p is said to converge to zero if the function cpv(z) converges

uniformly to zero in any bounded domain of the z-plane and in addition the

following inequalities:

a+oo \ Up
I exp{M(ax) - Çï(by)}cpv(z)\p dx\     < C,

hold with constants Cp, a, b, which do not depend upon the index v .
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The space Wa'p can also be represented as a union of countably normed

linear spaces. We denote by W^'ba'p the set of all those functions belonging to

the space W^'p which satisfy the inequalities

a+oo \ Up
|exp{M[(a -S)x) -Cl[(b + p)y]}cp(z)\pdx\     < Cp.

Define the following norms in the space W^'b'p :

a+oo \ Up
^ | exp{M[(a - S)x] - Q[ib + p)y]}<piz)\p ¿xj     .

Example. Let us take M(x) = xa, Sl(y) = yß, a > 1, ß > 1. Then Wa<p

consists of entire functions q>(x + iy) satisfying

||exp[a|x|a - b\y\ß]cp(x + iy)\\p < Cp,        a,b,Cp>0.

Theorem 3.1. Let f(z) be an entire analytic function satisfying the inequalities

|| exp[-M(a0x)]/(z)||p < Dp exp{Qib0y)}

and <p(z) £ Wa'b'i. Then <p(z)f(z) £ W*'^', l/p+l/q=l/r.

Proof. Let cpiz) £ W^ba'q then for r > 0 we have

a+oo \ 1/r
| exv{M[(a -a0- S)x] - Q[(b + b0 + p)y]} f(z)cp(z)\r dx\

a+oo \   Ul
I exp{M[(a - S)x] - fl[(6 + p)y]}<piz)\« ¿xj

a+oo >I exp[-M(a0x) - Q(by)]f(z)\p dx

< 00.

Therefore, f(z)cp(z) £ Ki-Í" ■

4. The Fourier transformation

Theorem 4.1. Let M(x), Sî(y) be the pair of functions which are dual in the

sense of Young. Then F(WpMa) c Wa-X'a'r, p,r>\.

Proof. Let tp £ W^ a.   Then the Fourier transformation exists in the Lx-

sense. Let y/ be its Fourier transformation. Then by [2, pp. 21-22] is an entire
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function of s = o + ix, and we have

(is)k¥(s)\\r=(£™\(is)ky,(s)\rdo

1/r

r+oo   /Ulfc+2   ,    \c\k^  r

2^1     J  \¥(s)\rdoj

xlr       /   ..„   ,,  llr,    , ,,. r       \ 'A

^(/r^(/:"M«*')

+(/rÄ(/ri^",^),^)T"
(g/°1)r ( (/+JI exp M[(o - á)x]*.<*+2>(jr)r° to)

a+00
|^Texp-[/¥(a-r5)x]|,''¿x

r\ l/r

< r *
1/r

+(/r(^((/r|exp¥[(a-^)wNi

x (7 3°|eXTexp-[AÍ(a-(5)x]|/''¿x]

— *-fc+2,ptr '      fc,P

I - = I - + p 1 since y = a - 2ô and p > 0 is arbitrarily small 1

< ry     „£i[T(l/a+p)]
— t ,pc

Theorem 4.2. Let M(x) and fl(y) be the same functions as in Theorem 4.1.

Then
F(Wa-b'p)cWL¡l/b,        p,r>l.

Proof. Since tp(x + iy) £ Wa'b-P , it follows that

cp(x + iy) = 0(\x\~s)   as x -> oo

for S > 0 then following arguments given in [2, pp. 22-23] we obtain

W(q)(o)\ < Q,(5,^-^(||z^>(z)||p + ||z>(z)||p).

Now using characteristic inequality and following the arguments [2, p. 23] we

can estimate

\V(q)(o)\ < CqtS>pexp{-M[il/b - S)o] - M[p2o/tf]}.
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Hence
| exo{M[(l/b - ô)o]}^(o)\r < CrqJtPe-rM^"l^

so that

\\exp{M[(l/b-ô)o]}^(o)\\r<DqJyP,r.

From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we conclude that

Corollary. FiWpMJ = Wa>xl°'p , FiWa-b~») = WpMAjb.

Theorem 4.3. Let Clx(y) and Mx(x) be the functions which are dual in the sense

of Young to the functions M(x) and Q(y). Then

F(iva'b'p)c wa',lla,r o   r > 1
r\yyM,a     )^-'yM¡,l/b     ' P, ' d. l ■

Proof. Following the arguments given in [2, pp. 24-25] we can show that

\y,(o + ix)\<C'p¡Ji,pexp{[-Mx[(l/b-o)o]-Mx{(p2o/b3)}]

+nx[(l/a + px)x]}.

Hence

\exp{Mx[(l/b-S)o]}y/(o + ix)\

<Cp^s,pexo{-Mx(P2o/tf) + ilxx(lla + px)}

so that
||eA/,[(l/e-á)o-]-£í1[(l/a+/)1)T]^/(7 + ¿Tx||    < jp)l,r
M r \ /Ik   —       Pi jO\,p '

Corollary. F[W^b-"] = H*;//--'.
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